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Phillips Hardware Company Building, (Dollar General Store) 

 

Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 

 

Last Updated: 05-26-2017 
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Cambridge ' ... ~ 
1910-11 
Private 

Defining the prominent intersection of Race and Muir streets, the Phillips Hardware 

Company building has been a key fixture in the commercial life of Cambridge. While 

the historic hardware company disbanded year ago, the three-story, tWo-foned·br.ick · 

fac;ade with its pressed metal cornices still carries the company name in its pressed metal 

cornice as well as in the leaded glass transom windows in the first floor storefront. The 

first floor interior has survived with a pressed metal ceiling and cast iron support 

columns. The well preserved condition of this early twentieth century commercial block 

contributes greatly to the historic character of Cambridge's central business district. 

During the early morning hours of July 31, 1910, fire erupted in a building off 

Race Street that would consume a large portion of Cambridge's commercial district. 

Standing on the northeast corner of Race and Muir streets at that time was the Phillips 

Hardware Company, established by partners Levi B. Phillips, Albanus Phillips, Ivy L. 

Phillips, and W. G. Winterbottom in 1904. The fire swept through a score of brick or 

frame commercial blocks, frame dwellings and the Gothic Revival Zion M. E. Church. 

The Phillips Hardware Company building was a complete loss. In the days following the 

fire, partners Levi and Albanus Phillips and W. G. Winterbottom decided to relocate the 

business across the street, and they acquired several adjacent properties for the purpose. 

The corner parcel, known as the "Fletcher lot," was acquired along with an adjacent piece 

in back owned by architect/builder J. Benjamin Brown, who had had a large lumberyard 



on the property before the fire. On August 5,1910, the Democrat and News published 

new plans for rebuilding in the burned section of town: 

The Phillips Hardware Company have purchased the Fletcher lot, where the 
home of Mrs. Winterbottom was burned, and opposite their former location, and 
will erect thereon a modern brick building for their hardware business. The 
building, as told by a member of the firm to the editor of the Democrat and 
News, will be a four (sic) story structure with basement and.fitted up especially 
for their hardware business. The building when completed will be the finest on 
the Eastern Shore, and the location is decidedly the best in town. 

The design of the new brick commercial block is attributed to J. Benjamin 

Brown, who also designed many of the other new structures that rose on the burned lots. 

The Phillips Hardware Company remained a dominant fixture in downtown Cambridge 

for many decades; the property was sold ultimately to new owners in 1982. 
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historic Phillips Hardware Company Store Building 

other 

2 Location 
street and number Northwest comer of Race and Muir Streets 
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county Dorchester 

(give names and mailing addresses of all owner 

name Gregory R. Vandevisser and Maria G. Vandevisser 

street and number P. 0. Box 791 

city, town Preston state MD 

4. Location of Legal Description 

Inventory No. D-380 

= not for publication 

vicinity 

telephone 

zip code 21655 

courthouse, registry of deeds, etc. Dorchester County Clerk of Court liber 1vILB 474 folio 459 

city, town Cambridge taxmap 301 taxparcel 4516 

5. Primary Location of Additional Data 
___ Contributing Resource in National Register District 
___ Contributing Resource in Local Historic District 
___ Determined Eligible for the National Register/Maryland Register 
___ Determined Ineligible for the National Register/Maryland Register 
___ Recorded by HABS/HAER 
___ Historic Structure Report or Research Report at MHT 

6. Classification 

Category 
__ district 
_x_building(s) 
__ structure 
__ site 
__ object 

Ownership 
__ public 
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__ . domestic 
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__ health care 
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____ objects 
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7. Description 

Condition 

1i_ excellent 
_good 

fair 

deteriorated 
ruins 
altered 
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Prepare both a one paragraph summary and a comprehensive description of the resource and its various elements as it 
exists today. 

DESCRIPTION SUMMARY 

The Phillips Hardware Company store building, standing at 447 Race Street and built in 1910-11, is a 
large three-story, three-bay by eleven-bay brick commercial block that stands on the northwest comer of 

. the intersection of Race and Muir streets in the heart of the Cambridge central business district. The 
symmetrical three-bay brick block is faced with a decorative brick fa9ade divided in three principal bays 
executed in contrasting brown and tannish colored brick above a three-bay storefront that remains 
essentially intact. The storefront has a recessed entrance bay flanked by large display windows topped 
by leaded glass transom windows featuring PHC (Phillips Hardware Company) in the clear glass 
composite. Brown brick columns, accented with tannish brick stringcourses support the upper floors 
and visually divide the fa9ade in three sections. Paired single-pane sash window units are spanned by 
decorative brick segmental arches. The top of the building is capped by an elaborate pressed metal 
cornice featuring decorative modillion blocks, a center name plaque embossed with "Phillips Hardware 
Company" and um-shaped finials above the line of each pilaster. The first floor show room is defined 
by column supports under a pressed metal ceiling. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Phillips Hardware Company building is located at 447 Race Street on the northwest corner of its 
intersection With Muir Stre<et in the center of the Cambridge business district. Built in 1910-11 after the 
devastating fire on July 31, 1910, the three-bay, three-bay by eleven bay brick commercial block has an 
elaborate Race Street elevation executed in contrasting brown and tan colored brick in a neoclassical 
symmetrical design. The outer edges as well as inner brick pilasters that divide the elevation in three 
distinct bay are executed in dark brown brick with tan colored stringcourse accents. The first floor 
retains its early twentieth century storefront with a recessed entrance bay and flanking display windows 
surmounted with leaded glass panes incorporating the initials PHC for Phillips Hardware Company. 
Stretching across the storefront is an intact pressed metal cornice interrupted by decorative cornice 
blocks and accented with a dentiled bed molding. The two stories·above the storefront are divided into 
three distinct bays by the dark brown brick pilasters, while the wall surfaces in between are laid in 
tannish colored stretcher bond brick laid in narrow joints. Each bay is pierced by a doubled window unit 
of single-pane sash topped by segmental jack arches of dark brown brick with tannish brick keystone 
blocks. The second story windows feature transom windows. The top of the Race Street elevation 
features a combination of decorative brickwork and an elaborate pressed inetal cornice. The wall 
surface directly below the cornice is defined by a corbelled brick within each bay, a diagonally set row 
of stretcher brick set on end, and a band of brickwork crosses executed in brown brick against the field 
of tan brick. The pressed metal cornice is an elaborate example of its type with intricate moldings 
combined with arched and tapered modillion blocks set between decorative cornice blocks featuring um 
finials. The center bay of the cornice is dominated by a metal crest embossed, Phillips Hardware Co., 
in large block letters. The company name is flanked. by um finials and fan-shaped panels finish each 
end of the crest piece. 
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The Muir Street elevation is an uneven elevation eleven bays across in a descending format from a 
high point of three-stories in front to two stories in back. Largely laid in reddish orange brick in 
common bond, the first floor elevation includes four display windows built like the Race Street elevation 
with the brown brick columns accented with tannish brick stringcourses, and the metal storefront cornice 
extends around the Muir Street elevation as do the leaded glass transoms with PHC featured in the 
design. The remaining bays on the first floor are defined by squarish window units topped by double 
rowlock arches. There is one large side door opening topped by triple course arch which has been 
blocked up as are adjacent window units. All of the window units have stone sills. The second floor is 
marked by a combination of single and double single-pane sash window units topped by double 
rowlock arches. The third floor, only four-bays across is lighted by single-pane sash windows as well. 
The top of the wall is finished in a stepped parapet covered with a terra-cotta cap. 

The first floor interior has been reworked as a modem furniture showroom, it does retain metal 
support columns and a pressed metal ceiling. The upper floors were not seen. 



B. Significance 
Period 

1600-1699 
1700-1799 
1800-1899 

x 1900-1999 
2000-

Specific dates 

Areas of Significance 

_ agriculture 
_ archeology 
x architecture 

art 
commerce 
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_ communify planning 
conservation 

Construction dates 1910-11 

Evaluation for: 

_ __ National Register 
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Check and justify below 

economics 
education 

_ engineering 
entertainmenV 

recreation 
_ ethnic heritage 
_ exploration/ 

settlement 

health/medicine _ performing arts 
_ industry _ philosophy 

invention _ politics/government 
_ landscape architecture · religion 

law science 
literature _ social history 

_ maritime history _ transportation 
_ military other: 

Architect/Builder J. Benjamin Brown 

____ Maryland Register _ ___,,x __ not evaluated 

Prepare a one-paragraph summary statement of significance addressing applicable criteria, followed by a narrative discussion of the 
history of the resource and its context. (For compliance projects, complete evaluation on a DOE Form - see manual.) 

SIGNIFICANCE SUMMARY 

Defining the prominent intersection of Race and Muir streets, the former Phillips Hardware Company 
store building has been a key fixture in the commercial life of Cambridge. While the hardware 
company disbanded decades ago, the three-story two-tone brick fa9ade with its pressed metal cornices 
still carries the name of the company in its pressed metal cornice and leaded glass pane transoms in the 
first floor storefront windows. The first floor store interior has survived with a pressed metal ceiling and 
cast iron support columns. The well preserved condition of this early twentieth century commercial 
block contributes greatly to the historic character of Cambridge's central business district. 

HISTORY AND SUPPORT 

During the early morning hours of July 31, 1910, fire erupted in a building off Race Street that would 
consume a large portion of the key commercial distinct in Cambridge. Standing on the northeast corner 
of Race and Muir streets at the time was the Phillips Hardware Company, established by partners Levi 
B. Phillips. Albanus Phillips, Ivy L. Phillips, and W. G. Winterbottom. The fire swept through a score 
of brick and frame commercial blocks, frame dwellings, and the Gothic Zion M. E. Church. The 
Phillips Hardware Company building was a complete loss. In the month following the fire, partners 
Levi B. Phillips and Albanus Phillips, and W. G. Winterbottom decided to move the business across the 
street and acquired several adjacent properties from different parties. The corner property, known as the 
"Fletcher lot," was acquired along with another adjacent parcel in back owned by the architect/builder J. 
Benjamin Brown, who had had a large lumberyard on the property prior to the fire. On August 5, 1910, 
the Democrat and News published news of rebuilding: 

The Phillips Hardware Company have purchased the Fletcher lot, where the home of Mrs. 
Winterbottom was burned, and opposite their former location, and will erect thereon a modern brick 
building for their hardware business. The building, as told by a member of the firm to the editor of 
the Democrat and News, will be a four (sic) story structure with basement and fitted up especially for 
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their hardware business. The building when completed will be the finest on the Eastern Shore, and 
the location is decidedly the best in town. 1 

The Phillips Hardware Company business remained a dominant fixture in downtown Cambridge for 
many decades; the property was sold ultimately to new owners in 1982.2 

1 Democrat and News, 5 August 1910, Dorchester County Library Microfilm Collection. 
2 Dorchester County Land Record, 223/275, 15 June 1982, Dorchester County Courthouse. 
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CHAIN-OF-TITLE 

Map 301, Parcel 4516 

MLB 474/459 Chesapeake Investment Group, LLC 

to 
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2.15.2002 Gregory R. Vandevisser, Maria G. Vandevisser, 
Steven M. Vandenbosch, Angela Vondebosch 

$225,000 

3751975 Hubert L. Fiery, Denise Perez Fiery 

to 

5.2.1998 Chesapeake Investment, LLC 

$135,000 Plat of Phillips Hardware Company, PLC 28/38 

223/275 The Phillips Hardware Company 

to 

6.15.1982 Hubert L. Fiery and Denise Perez Fiery 

$62,000 
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Continuation Sheet 
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IFD 13/87 

5.23.1923 

WLR2/438 

9.3.1910 

WLR 3/685 

8.14.1911 

Levi B. Phillips, Florence T. Phillips, Albanus Phillips, Daisy A . 
Phillips, W. Grason Winterbottom, Nannie D. Winterbottrom 

to 

Phillips Hardware Company 

Lot No. 1, Race and Muir Streets, 56' on Race, 196' on Muir 

John W. Fletcher and Willie A. Fletcher, et al 

to 

Levi B. Phillips, Albanus Phillips, and W. Grason Winterbottom 
(conveyed to John W. Fletcher by J. Benjamin Brown, CL 20/516) 

Lot No. 1 

J. Benjamin Brown 

to 

Levi B. Phillips, Albanus Phillips, W. Grason Winterbottom 

Lot No. 2, 91 1h' on Muir adjoining Lot 1 
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"The Phillips Hardware Company have purchased the Fletcher lot, where the home of Mrs. Winterbottom 
was burned, and opposite their former location, and will erect thereon a modern brick building for their 
hardware business. The building, as told by a member of the firm to the editor of the Democrat and News, 
will be a four story structure with basement and fitted up especially for their hardware business. The 
building when completed will be the finest on the Eastern Shore, an the location is decidedly the best in 
town." 

Phillips Hardware Company, Founded 1904 by Levi B. Phillips, Albanus Phillips, W. G. Winterbottom, Ivy 
L. Phillips (Original site of business on northeast corner of Race and Muir streets) 
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9. Major Bibliographical References 

Democrat and News, 5 August 1910, Dorcheste.r County Library Microfilm Collection. 

Dorchester County Land Records, various volwnes, Dorchester County Courthouse 

10. Geographical Data 

12.296 square feet 
12.296 + 
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Acreage of surveyed property 
Acreage of historical setting 
Quadrangle name Cambridge MD Quadrangle scale: ~1 ==2'--'-4"""0""-0""'"0 ____ _ 

Verbal boundary description and justification 

The metes and bounds of this property are coincidental with the current boundary of the lot. 

11. Form Prepared by 

name/title 

organization 

street & number 

city or town 

Paul B. Touart, Architectural Historian 

Chesapeake Country Heritage & Preservation date 2/16/2010 

Cedar Hill, P. 0. Box 5 telephone 410-651-1094 

Westover state Maryland 21871 

The Maryland Inventory of Historic Properties was officially created by an Act of the Maryland Legislature 
to be found in the Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA, 
1974 supplement. 

The survey and inventory are being prepared for information and record purposes only 
and do not constitute any infringement of individual property rights. 

return to: Maryland Historical Trust 
DHCD/DHCP 
100 Community Place 
Crownsville, MD 21032-2023 
410-514-7600 
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INVENTORY FORM FOR STATE HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

NAME 
HISTORIC 

P h i l l i p s Hardware Company 
AND/OR C O M M O N 

D o l l a r Genera l S to re 

LOCATION 
STREETS NUMBER 

Corner of Race and Muir S t r ee t s (447 Race Street) 
CITY. TOWN 
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STATE 
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STATUS 
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ACCESSIBLE 
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PRESENT USE 
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— EDUCATIONAL 
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—MILITARY 

_ P A R K 

—PRIVATE RESIDENCI 

— RELIGIOUS 

— SCIENTIFIC 

—TRANSPORTATION 

—OTHER 

OWNER OF PROPERTY 
NAME 

P h i l l i p s Hardware Company 
STREETS. NUMBER 

CITY TOWN 

VICINITY OF 

Te lephone # : 

STATE , z i p code 

LOCATION OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
COURTHOUSE. 

REGISTRY OF DEEDS, ETC 

Liber #:JFD 
Fol io #:636 

Dorches t e r County Courthouse 
STREETS. NUMBER 

206 High Street 
CITY TOWN 

Cambridge 
STATE 

Maryland 21613 

REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS 
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DESCRIPTION 

CONDITION CHECK ONE CHECK ONE 

_EXCELLENT -DETERIORATED -UNALTERED X_ORIGtNAL SITE 

_GOOD - R U I N S A L T E R E D - M O V E D DATE. 

X_FAIR —UNEXPOSED 

DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

This is a three story brown brick building with a 
rectangular tablet above the cornice inscribed "Phillips 
Hardware Co.". The projecting pressed tin cornice is 
ornamented by brackets and a series of triangles and 
circles. At the corners of the building and between 
each bay is a plain pilaster of contrasting darker brown 
brick. Above each third story window is a band of 
corbeled brick between the pilasters. The windows in 
the upper stories are spanned above by a segmental 
arch of contrasting dark brown brick with a center key
stone. Between the first and second stories is another 
cornice. The exterior facade has been altered little 
but the large gaudy signs of the new occupant "Dollar 
General Stores" are inappropriate to the building and 
detract from its appearance. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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PERIOD 

PREHISTORIC 

1400-1499 

_ 1 5 0 0 1599 

_ 1 6 0 0 1699 

_ 1 700-1799 

_ 1 8 0 0 1899 

X.1900 

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE - CHECK AND JUSTIFY BELOW 

—ARCHEOLOGY-PREHISTORIC 

—ARCHEOLOGY-HISTORIC 

—.AGRICULTURE 

X_ARCHITECTURE 

—ART 

—COMMERCE 

—COMMUNICATIONS 

X_COMMUNITY PLANNING 

—CONSERVATION 

—ECONOMICS 

—EDUCATION 

—ENGINEERING 

—EXPLORATION/SETTLEMENT 

—INDUSTRY 

—INVENTION 

— LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 

— LAW 

— LITERATURE 

—MILITARY 

—MUSIC 

—PHILOSOPHY 

—POLITICS/GOVERNMENT 

-RELIGION 

-SCIENCE 

-SCULPTURE 

-SOCIAL/HUMANITARIAN 

-THEATER 

-TRANSPORTATION 

-OTHER (SPECIFYI 

SPECIFIC DATES BUILDER/ARCHITECT 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

This building is significant as an example of early 
20th century architecture and was probably designed by 
J. Benjamin Brown shortly after the fire of 1910, which 
destroyed half of this block of Race street. Prior to 
the fire, this lot was the site of a dwelling and 
Phillips Hardware was at that time located directly 
across Race street from where it is now. It was rebuilt 
on this site after the fire. 

The style of this building is similar to others on 
Race Street, notably 450-452 and 444-446-448. The 
ornamentation and details of these buildings contrast 
with the starkness of buildings on Race Street that 
were constructed, or extensively renovated, late in the 
20th century. 

Urban renewal plans for Cambridge should encourage 
the removal of unattractive and inappropriate signs, 
such as the ones on this building. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 
ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES 

STATE COUNTY 

STATE COUNTY 

FORM PREPARED BY 
NAME /TITLE 

C a t h e r i n e L . Moore 
ORGANIZATION DATE 

1 2 / 3 0 / 7 5 
STREETS. NUMBER TELEPHONE 

R o u t e 3 , B o x 32 
CITY OR TOWN STATE 

Cambr idge I l a r v l a n d 

The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created 
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the 
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA, 
19 74 Supplement. 

The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information 
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringe
ment of individual property rights. 

RETURN TO: Maryland Historical Trust 
The Shaw House, 21 State Circle 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 
(301) 267-1438 
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